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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Business educators have for many years realized that

some straight·copy materials are more difficult to typewrite

than others. In the preparation of textbooks to be used In

the teaching of reading, the factors which determine reading
[ difficulty are considered, Likewise, the factors which de·

termine the difficulty of typewriting material should be

considered In the preparation of manuals of Instruction In

typewritIng•

_T_1·_ig_ Purpose _g_f _t__l_gg_ §_t}_1_gl

The production of typewriting copy depends upon the

typewritability of the copy as well as upon the personal

qualities of the typist, such as Intelligence, manual dex·

terity, and coordInatIon„
There are numerous factors which influence typewrIta·

bIlity• Some of these factors are word stroke Intensity,

syllabic Intensity, syllabic stroke Intensity, number of

frequently•used words, length of sentences, number of punc·

tuation marks and capitals, Ideas presented, and the like.

The specific purpose of this study Is to Isolate one of

the factors of difficulty, syllabic stroke Intensity, and to
determine the influence of this factor on the typewritability

of straight·copy materIal• I

I
I

..e_.l......................_.............._.._.........._.....__.._.___.__4
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In the typewriting classroom the use of straight•copy

material is important to the development of typewriting

speed and power. If the factors that determine the diffi-

culty of the copy are not recognized and controlled, the

material does not serve a valid purpose in the skill build-

ing prccess,‘ Straight-copy material of varying difficulty

should be constructed to serve the needs of students on the
progressive levels of development.

Straight-copy material is frequently used to measure
copying ability in the classroom, in personnel selection for
business and industry, and in typewriting contests. If

straight-copy material varies in diffieulty, then it is not

an aceurate measuring device unless the factors of diffieulty
are recognized and controlled. If word stroke intensity,

syllabic intensity, and syllabic stroke intensity, as exam-
ples, influence the difficulty of straight-copy material,
they may be regulated so that the results of different copy-
ing tests may be more accurately compared.

The advantages of a standard for measuring the diffi-
culty of straight-copy material would be many. In reporting
the results of this study to determine the effect that the
length of the syllable has upon typewrltability, valuable
information is made available tc persons who prepare type-

writing copy to be used for instructional purposes and as
measuring devices.
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ggg Definition_g£_Qggmg 1

The term typewritability refers to the difficulty of

the material typed• In this study, the difficulty of the

material was measured by the typ1st*s performance in terms

of the total number of strokes written within a limited

period of time and in terms of the number of errors made
by the typ1st•

gypewriting material is any material reproduced on the

typewriter, That material may be business letters, tabu-

lations of data, rough drafts, etc. The typewriting material

used in this experiment was limited to straight-copy material

typical of business correspondence. No attempt was made to

construct copy with syllabic stroke intensity controlled•

Copy was selected at random frem instructional manuals in

typewr1ting•
A factor may be any one of the various qualities of

typewriting material that determine the difficulty of copy-
ing that material on the typewriter.

yggg streke intensity is the number of strokes in the
average word, The total number of strckes in the copy,

counted as if written on one continuous line, divided by the
total number of words in the copy, yields word stroke inten-

sity• Formula: WStI • Strokes"W'6Fä'§"
Syllabic intensity is the number of syllables in the

average word• The total syllables in the copy divided by

the total words yields syllabic intensity•

Formula: SyI • Sy%äeä;es



8Syllabicstrcke intensity is the number cf strokes in

the average syllable, The total etrokes in the copy divided

by the total syllables ylelds syllabic stroke inteneity,

Formula: SyStI g Strokes’5§‘ITä"5Iö'§
Strokee_;g the ggpy mean all letters, numbers, symbole,

punctuation marks and blank spaces required tc reproduce

that copy and are counted as lf written on cne continuous

line, The terms_blggg spaces and ggitg spaces may be used

lnterchangeably,

The wcrds_£ggt cr_£ggg refer to the samples of type-

writing material used in the experimentatlcn. The samplea

were selected from five textbcoks’frequently used in the

teaching of secondary school typewriting,

L
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e CHAPTER II L’ THE NATURE OF SYLLABIC STROKE INTENSITY I
Related Studies

A few experiments have been conducted which support the

hypothesis that certain factors influence the typewrltability

of straight-copy material•
In 19hO Shipleyl conducted an experiment to determine

the relative difflculty of each test in a series of type-

writing tests and the reliability of the series as a whole,
He found that fluctuation in a learner's typewriting speed

is more likely to be caused by the Variation in difficulty
of different pieces of copy than by changes in his typewrit·
ing ability. When these findings became known, other research
workers began to ask why the variation in typewritability

exists.
In l9h2 Vandegrift and Memillonz made a graphic motion

study in typewriting classes of the WAVES using an original
device for recording typewriting operations. They reported
that all their subjects reached the greatest speed on two-
and three-letter words. Thus it appears that typewrlting

lßhlpley, Clifford B., "A Study to Determine the Relative
Difficulty of a Series of Typewriting Tests and the Rel1abi·
lity of the Serles” (ünpublished Master's thesis, Iowa City,
University of Iowa, 19h0).

1n_gggg
Education Quarterly, XII (Winter, l9EET,°E:7T”””‘””°”

( _ E
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copy which has an abundance of short words is easier to j
write than copy composed of many long words•

u In 19h? a study was conducted at the University of
5

Oklahoma by Taylorß in which typewriting copy was graded

L according to its syllablc 1ntensity• Results of the study

indicated a highly significant negative correlation between

production and syllabic 1ntens1ty•

The need for syllabically graded straight-copy material

was recognized by Lessenberryu in 1933 when he graded the

timed writings in his textbooks. Other authors of type-

writing books have responded to this need.

In 1950 Bell; conducted a study to measure the effect

of word stroke intensity and per cent of frequently·used

words upon typewriting performance in terms of gross strokes

and errors, the effect of syllabic intensity upon performance,
5

and to establlah a formula to predict typewritability. The
” results of this study indicated a direct relationship between

syllabic intensity and typewritability and a direct relation-

ship between typewritabillty and word stroke intensity. Bell
concluded her study with a formula for grading the difficulty

3Taylor, Ruth Pilgrim,
”The

Relation of Syllabic Inten-
sity of Straight-Copy Typewriting Tests” (Unpublished Master•s
thesls, College of Education, University of Oklahoma, 19h?).

hLessenberry, D. D., 20th Century Typewriting (3rd ed;
Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Co., 1933).

5Be11, Mary Laverne, ”Some Factors of Difficulty in
Typewriting Copy" (Unpublished Ed. D, dissertation, Graduate
College, University of Oklahoma, 1950).

- sll„.n..n...........n.._....._._._._...„_................._.._.._.........J
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of straight~copy material. In the construction of the formale, _

consideration was given to the factors of word stroke inten· I
sity, syllabic intensity, and per cent of frequent1y·used I

words,

Selected Factcr_£gg_gggg_§gggg

The foregoing studies point to word stroke intensity

and syllabic intensity as two factors which influence type- ,
writability. If these factors effect the difficulty of

typewriting material, syllabic stroke intensity may also be

considered as a variable in typewritability•

Since typewriting skill above the letter-by~letter level

may be assumed to proceed by pronounceable syllables, the

following hypothesis is established; Variation in the num-

ber of strokes in the syllables of the copy results in differ-

ences in typewritability. For example, the one—syllable

word straight which contains eight letters presumably presents

a difficulty for the typist which is different from that of

,£gggy which contains three short syllables•
So far as the author can determine, no study has been

made dealing with syllabic stroke intensity• The specific

purpose of this study is te isolate statistically the factor

of syllabic stroke intensity and to determine its relation-,

ship to the difficulty of straight-copy typewriting materia1• I
I

A - -rW.l..l..ll................._.__......_.________________________________I
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PROCEDURES

The Selection and Preparationegg Tests

The purpose of the study was to determine the relation

between syllabic stroke intensity and typewrltability.
Straight-copy material seemed best adapted to the study be-
cause that material is the most frequently-used device for
measurlng and testing typewriting performance.

After securing the sponsorship of the Business Educa-
tion Service of the State Department of Education, Richmond,
Virginia, perission was generously given by the publlshers
of five frequently~used typewriting texts6•7•8•9•lO to use
the desired material in their books. A copy of the letter
mailed to the publishers is given in Appendlx A.

All straight-copy material in the texts was numbered
consecutively. In order that all tests would be approximately

6Blanchard, Clyde I., and Smith, Harold H., Typing * _
for Business Two-Year Course, The Gregg Publishing Company,New YorE, TÖÄ6.

7DePew Ollie, Com lete T ewritlnt Allyn and Bacon...JL...„..IIL.„.....E• •
Boston, 19hé.

8Lessenberry, D. D., and Crawford, T. James, 20th Cen-
tur Qypewriting, Fifth Edition, South-Western Publlshing
Company, nc nnati, 19h?. I

gmaxwell, W. C., Mursell, James L., and Fries, Albert C.,
Rgäthmic Typewriting, The Ronald Press Company, New York,

1 lcwhite, Walter T., and Relgner, Charles G., Rowe Typing,

1

Second Edition, Baltimore, 19ML.
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the same in length, a minimum of 700 and a maximum of 1250 6

strokes was established, Straight·copy material was divided

according to this apecification when the number of strokes

did not automatically fall within this range, Actually the
A

V
shortest test contained 697 strokes while the longest test

contained 1225 strokes• 1

The design of the experiment, which consisted of

an ll by ll balanced lattice square repllcated six times
6

as shown in Experimental Designs by Cochran and Coxll,

required the use of 121 samples of test material, Using a

method of random selection, 121 tests were drawn from the
total 239 straight-copy tests available in the books. A

random sampling of these tests is included in Appendix A,

The source of the material, as stated at the bottom of the
‘

test, was omitted from the students' copies, Each test was. _
coded according to the alphabetlc assignment of the text,

The texts were assigned a letter of the alphabet, A through

E, to conceal the identity of the book, All tests were
doub1e•spaced and were duplicatcd on 8% by 7-1nch mimeo-
graph paper,

The testing material was collated in booklets according
‘

to the random order determined by the lattice designs, Each

_ line of 11 tests represented in the six ll by 11 latticea

was to be taken by ten different students making a total
At

of 7260 tests to be used in the statistical analysis. This
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required the participation of 660 students. The use of the j

· a lattices facilitated the distribution ofaa large number of
i

6
tests over a wide geographical area without placing an undue

burden on students or on teachers administering the tests.

ggg Selection gf Experimental Subjects

High school students were chosen for participation in

the study because of their availability, A preliminary

y survey was conducted to determine the number of students

enrolled in advanced typewriting classes in 52 public high

schools throughout the state of Virginia, A random selection

was made of those schools having as many es 30 second·year

typewriting students. Schools with small enrollments were

excluded from the experiment since the unit cost of admini-
stration for small groups was prohibitive. Letters were

mailed to school principals and typewriting teachers securing

their cooperation in the administering of tests, A copy of

the letters is found in Appendix A.
Booklets of tests and instructions to teachers and

{

students (appendix A) were mailed to the participating schools,
Teachers were instructed to time the students for exactly

five minutes on each test. If the student completed the

test before the end of the five-minute period, he was to
repeat the material. Each student was required to take all

of the tests in his booklet in the order in which they were
arranged.
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. · The tests were administered in April and May, 1951,

by typewriting teachers in the Virginia schools listed below•
)

Blacksburg High School Hlacksburg
Christisnsburg High School Christiansburg
Crozet High School Crozet
Culpeper High School Culpeper
E, C, Glass High School Lynchburg
Front Royal High School

6 Front Royal
George Washington High School Alexandria
George Washington High School Danville
John Marshall High School Richond
Lane Hiäh School Charlottesville
Martinsville High School Hartinsville
Mclntire High School Charlettesville
Mount Vernon Hish School Alexandria
Suffolk Hiah School Suffolk
Tazewell High School Tazewell
Hoodrow Hilson High School Portsmouth

The Se1ection_g£ the Experimental Design

It was desirable to set the experiment up on a rela•

tively large number of tests, each test to be taken by a

minimum of 60 students each, Furthermore, it was important

that no one test be given in the same order throughout, It

was obvious that not all of the large number of tests could

be given to any one student and that there must be some

systematic subdivision of the test groups presented to the g

several groups of students involved in the experiment,

The fundamental idea of the experiment was to obtain

valid test measures of the number of strokes typed and the

number of errors made in order to investigste relationships

with syllabic stroke intensity, Hence, it became necessary

to use a rather complicated statistical design belonging to

the family of balanced incomplete block designs.

Incomplete block designs are designs wherein it is not
necessary to present all of the tests to any one student,
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The design becomes balanced when the test groups are pre- E

sented to the several groups of students in such amannerthat

we can eliminate or average out effects due to the

order in which the tests were given and the effect of the

several groups into which the student body is divided•

A particularly useful form of design is the ll by ll

lattice since it is composed of 121 elements, thus enabling

us to use 121 different or distinct tests. These tests

would be given in lines of ll tests making ll sub~groups

in any one design, There are six distinct designs, which

when used together, balance out the effects previously

mentioned. The whole design consists of six large groups,

each group consisting of 11 sub•groups of 10 students each.

This design was practical to use and the analysis of the

final results, although by no means simple, was feas1b1e•

It was felt that the 60 students taking any one test would
be random with respect to age level, skill level, and intellect

level.
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K CHA PTER IV

ANAEYSIS GF THE DATA _
I

Tabulation g£_ggg_Qgjg

When the test material was returned by the participating

schools, the students' booklets of tests were arranged

according to the design of the lattices. The pattern of

the experiment required that the eleven tests in each line

of the squares be taken by ten different students.

The returns from some schools were incomplete and soc

students' booklets were not usable because the instructions

for taking the tests were not carefully observed. When all
'I

usable data was tabulated, it was found that tests for ten

students for each line were not available, In order to use

the balaneed design, the number of students° booklets to be

utllised in the analysis was redueed from ten to five.

The crlterion for measuring performance was the total

number of strokes typed and the total number of errors made -

by the students during f1ve·minute testing perios. Tables 1

through 6 in Appendix B are a tabulation of errors made by

330 students on 3630 tests. The first row of numbers in
each line indlcates the test number. The second row of

„ numbers represents the total errors made by five students on

each test in that row.

Tables 7 through 12 in Appendlx B are a tabulation of

the strokes typed by five students on each of the 121 tests

in the six replications.
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In analysing the data the purpose was to discover

, whether the students• perfomance was affected by variations

in syllabic stroke intensity• To determine syllabic stroke

intensity, the total strokes in each test were divided by

the total syllables in that test• Table 13 in Appendix B

is a summary of the strokes, syllables, and syllabic stroke

lntensity for the 121 samples of straight~copy material used

in the experiment,

e
1

Analzsis pg ppp Experimental Design

The analysis of the lattice squares was made according

to the instructions as given in Experimental Designs by

Cochran and Cox•12 This procedure utilizes the method of

the Analysis of Variance and assesses the signlficance of
’ the variation between the means of groups of observations„

The Analysis of Variance for errors made and strokes pro-
A duced, es shown in Table 1 and Table 2 on page 25 consists

of five sources of variability each. The sources investi-

gated were: between squares, or replications; between

treatments, or test seores; between rows, or groups of five

students; between columns, or effect of order; and experi-

mental error• The calculations for the sums of squares and

mean squares of these analyses of variance tables are shown

in Appendix B,
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In order to test whether there was a meaningful and

significant difference between the factors inherent in the

design, the Null Hypothesis was first stated that there is

no difference in the means between effects and the exper1·

mental error. This Null Hypothesis utilizes the Snedecor's

F·test, which gives as a result the probability that the

differences which do occur could have occurred by chance

alone. This probability is known as significance level, and

a signiflcance level of less than 1% indicates that the chances

are less than l in 100 that so large or larger a difference

could have occurred by chance, given that the Null Hypothesis

is true.
The significance levels for each effect are shown in

the last columns of the Analysis of Variance tables.

The test scores were corrected for the variations in—

herent in the data; that is, the effects of variability
were removed from the test scores to give a corrected group

of test scores.
Studies were made in an attempt to correlate syllabic

stroke intenslty with errors made and syllabic stroke inten~

xsity with strokes produced.

· e

- e.aa.aa.na............_..............___.„...__..__.______________________J
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CHAPTER V

4 GENERAL SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
4

Summggg

The purpose of the study was to determine the rela-
4

tionship between syllabic stroke intensity and difficulty

ln typewriting copy.

The design of the experiment required the use of 121

samples of material to be replicated in six 11 by 11 balanced

lattices. One hundred twenty•one samples of straight-copy

typewriting material were selected randomly from five fre-

quently-used typewriting texts. The samples were duplicated

and tests were administered by typewriting teachers in 16

Virginia high schools to students enrolled in advanced type-

writing classes. A11 tests were timed for five minutes and
were taken in the random order determined by the six 11 by 11

balanced squares.

Each of the 121 tests eas taken by 30 different students

making a total of 3630 tests which were used in the analysis.

The criterion for measuring performance on these tests was

the total strokes typed and total errors made by the students.
Strokes and errors for each test in each replication were
tabulated as shown in Appendix B. Syllabic stroke intensity

was determined for the 121 samples of material.

Results gf _j;__1_j1_g Analgses

The inferences to be drawn from the data will be divided
into four parts: Discussion of the results of the Analysis

t



A
of Variance on Errors Made, discussion of the results of the

Analysis of Variance on strokes typed, discussion of corre-

lation studies, and conclusions•

Results gg Analysis gg Variance gg Errors_gggg

The results of the F-test applied to variabillty due to

replications, or squares, show that there is a positive

difference between replications at the 0.1% level. As this
variability arose due to differences between groups of S5

students, the result is to be expected. Likewise, the effect
of rows, or differences between groups of five students, is

statistically significant at the 0.1% level.
As the tests were taken in the order in which they appear

in the design, column by column, it is rather surprising that
the effect of columns is significsnt at less than 0.1%. How-
ever, it is felt that this may be due to a fatigue factor and

4
is shown graphically in Figure l, page 27. In this figure,
the total errors made for each column, as indicsted in the
design, is plotted against the column number in sequence.
The resulting picture shows the trend of increasing errors
with time.

The effect of treatments, while significant at the 5.0%
level, could not be broken into discrete parts,

Results gg_ggg Analysis gg Variance gg Strokes Qyggg

An examination of the Analysis of Variance for strokes
typed, Table 2, page 25, shows that all effects are
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significantly different, with a probability of less than O,l%•

It is to be noted that the mean square terms in the Analysis

of Variance for strokes typed are roughly proportional to the

mean square terms in the Analysis of Variance for errors•

The main difference which exists between the terms

occurs in the column factor, or factor for the order in which

'the tests were given, This factor for errors made shows a

linear trend with order of tests taken, However, this effect

in the strokes·typed analysis did not give this linear effect

but only shows what seemed to be random or unexplained fluctu·

ations•
Correlations

As stated in Chapter IV, attempts were made to find if
~ any correlations eaisted between syllabic stroke intensity

and errors, between syllabic stroke intensity and strokes

Ü typed, and between strokes typed and errors made.

As a first approximation to determine whether corre-
h

lation studies might be justifiable, the data was plotted on

coordinate paper and the resulting graphs studied• The graph

. of syllabic stroke intensity as plotted against errors pro-

duced is shown in Figure 2, pagegß , A cursory examination
of this figure will show the complete lack of correlation

between these two factors, thus mathematical correlation

attempts were not made,

The graph of syllabic stroke intensity versus strokes

typed is shewn in Figure 3., page gg., As it appears that there
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is a definite correlation, mathematical studies were made

which indicated that the correlation coefficient for these

two factors is 0.362. The Analysis of Variance for this

A correlation is shown in Table 3, page 26. An F·test applied

to the Analysis of Variance shows that the chances are less
‘ than 1 in 1000 that there is no correlation inherent in the

k

data. From this result, it is safe to conclude that there
6

is a correlation.

As an interesting sidelight on this problem, the results

of the strokes typed was plotted against errors made. This

is shown graphically in Figure h, page 30. An examination

of this figure would tend to indicate that no relationship

existed between these two factors.

Conclusions

The results of this study indicate:

1. There is a definite correlation between syllabic

stroke intensity and the amount of copy produced on

the typewriter in a given time,

The correlation showed that an increase in

syllabic stroke intensity produced a correspond-

ing increase in the number of strokes typed, over

the range investigated. This range was from 3.hBh

strokes per syllable to h.285 strokes per syllable,

2. There appeared to be no correlation between

syllabic stroke intensity and the errors made in

a given time,

-2——aea-————————..F——.—....a......._..__..________________________________J
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3• The study indicated that there is no rela-
tionship between the amount of copy typed and

the number of errors made in typing that copy•

b, The errors made on the tests seemed to in-

crease as the tests were progressively taken•

Whether this is due to fatigue or some other
factor is left for future research workers to

determine,

Recommendatione

If syllabic stroke intensity is a factor of difficulty

in typewriting copy, es the results of this study indicate,
then that factor should be considered in the preparation

of manuals of instruction in typewriting.
In the use of materials for teaching and testing type-

writing ability, teachers should recognize the length of

the syllable as one of the measures of difficulty of that

materia1•
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.SAMPLELETTER SENT TO TEXTBOOK PUBLISH®RS

Gentlemen:
We are writing you at this time to request permissionto use material from your textbook in a thesis studywhich we are planning to conduct,
Material is to be drawn at random from five type-writing texts to aid in conducting a testing programfor a graduate study, This is a study concerning theeffect of syllabic tntensity, per cent of frequently—used words, stroke intensity, syllabic stroke intensity,and the like upon difficulty in typewriting copy,
This study is to be conducted under the guidance ofDr, Harry Huffman, Head, Department of Business Edu-cation, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,Virginia,
We would like to reproduce from your textbook certainstraight·copy matter for use in testing, In our studywe are by no means endeavoring to make a comparisonof typewriting texts,
It is our hope that the results of this study will proveuseful in the business field,
Thank you in advance for your cooperation, and we shallsincerely appreciate it if you will grant us permissionto use material from your book, Please let us hear fromyou in the near future,

very truly yours,
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35SAMPLEOF LETTER SENT TO PRINCIRALS

OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Dear Sir: I
Under the direction of Dr. Harry Huffman, Head, Department
of Business Education, Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
Blacksburg, Virginia, we are planning a thesis study in
typewriting•

To date, we have selected five typewriting texts from which
we shall draw at random samples of typewriting copy to be
used in preparing tests for 660 advanced typewriting stu-
dents in the State of Virginia. This testing program shall
in no way try to prove that students of one school are more
efficient in typewriting than students in another schoo1•
In fact, when the tests are returned to us from the various
schools we shall mix them together before attempting to
determine the resu1ts• Our sole aim shall be to determine
the esse or difficulty in typewriting copy now in use.

At this time we are requesting that you erant us permission
to use your advanced typewriting students in our testing
program, lf you will grant us this permission, we feel
you will be participating in a study which we sincerely
hope will contribute to the improvement of business edu·
cation•
Please return the enclosed card at your earliest conveni•
ence indicating your pleasure relative to this matter• We
are writing the Head of your Business Department at this
time, but we shall not proceed with the study until we have
received your authorization•

Thank you for your cooperation•
Very truly yours, g



36
SAMPLE OF LETTER SENT TO BUSINESS TEACHERS

IN PAHTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Dear Business Teacher:
Under the direction of Dr. Harry Huffman, Head, Department
of Business Education, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacks•
burg, Virginia, we are planning a thesis study in typewriting.

To date, we have selected five typewriting texts from which
we shall draw at random samples of typewriting copy to be
used in preparing tests for 660 advanced typewriting students
in the State of Virginia. This testing program shall in no
way try to prove that students of one school are more effi·
eient in typewriting than students in another school. In
fact, when the tests are returned to us from the various
schools we shall mix them together before attempting to de-
termine results. Our sole aim shall be to determine the esse
or difficulty in typewriting copy now in use.
At this time we are requesting that you grant us permission
to use your advanced typewriting students in our testing
program. If you will grant us this permission, we feel that
you will be participating in a studv which we sincerely hope
will contribute to the improvement of business education.

Please return the enclosed card at your earliest convenience
indicating your pleasure relative to this matter. lf you
are willing for us to use your students, please include the
number of advanced typewriting students you have available.

We have written your principal requesting permission to use
your students in conductins this study, and we are säncerely
hoping you and your principal will cooperate with us. A
complete manual of instructions for administering the tests
will be mailed you with the tests. This study shall in no
way evaluate the efficiency of your teaching or the progress
of your students.

Very truly yours,

_ c_rr..r..........._................__.__.__.__.._.._................J
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INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHERS ADMTNISTERING THE TESTS I

We are sending you, in booklet form, the timed writing:
which you so generously agreed to administer for us in our
thesis study, In the preliminary request we sent you, we
asked for the number of second·year typewriting students you
have available, This was an attempt to place the tests at
a level in typewriting speed of Mo words per minute, In a
number of cases, we are not sending a test for each student
because of the difficulty in mailing, Therefore, please
administer the ll timed writings to students in accordance
with the number of booklets we are sending you, ~

It is extremely important that regulations be followed
in administering these timed writings in order to have uni-
formity in all schools participating, Will you please con-
sider the following in administering the timed writings,

1, Each booklet is designed for one student and that
student must complete all of the timed writings in
the booklet gglggg order_gg which they ggg arranged,
a, A student may make up a timed writing on another

day if he should be absent and miss the writings
given one day, Qg not ermit another student
gg comglete the wr{hIhss_§g that BOOKLET, however,
everrd me ‘¥FItIng In Ehe booEIeE mus? be com-
pIe€e ,

b, Unless this regulation is followed, the timed
writings typed from that booklet will not be

· valid,
2, Each timed writing is to be five minutes in length,

If the material is completed before time is called
have student repeat the material,

3, Upon completing the ll timed writings (in each of
the booklets we send you) have students sta le their

a co ies toeether gg the order ig whIch_§gg tImed
wrI¥Ings have Been Fhhen,

M, Please destroy or return gg_gg the booklets which
we send.ygg, ThIs Is extremely important in order
Yhat we may be protected from infringement of the
copyright law,

5, You need ggg check these tests, You may utilize
hh? results of these tImed writings es you would
any other timed writings you administer, We are
interested only in the copy typed by the student
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INSTRUCTIONS TO Tmczmns Anrcxuxsmznxrce Trm TESTS (Concluded) j

k
and his output as evidenced by the errors and
strokes. By this evidence we shall attempt to
measure the difficulty of the material.

We would like for these timed writings to be completed
and returned to us by May 22. You are at liberty to
administer as many cf these timed writings within one day
es you wish.

You will be notified individually concerning return
pcstage. B

s



39INSTRUCTIONSTO STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN THE EXPFRIMENT i• P

This is not a test of your typewriting skill. You
are participating in an experiment to determine the factors

that contribute to the difficulty of the material you are
copying. Therefore, you need not calculate net words per
minute unless otherwise inetructed by your teacher.

a. Type in upper right~hend corner code
number which is given in the upper right-
hand corner of each test,

u b. Use a 70~space line and double spacing.

o. Upon completion of timed writing, circle
errors, write total strokee and number of
errors at the top of your timed writing.
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Business men and women have a keen interest in the work that Ä 60

students and teachers are doing in the classrooms of our schools, for 129

they realize that out of the schools will come the men and women who 197

will be the next leaders in business. Leadership is not now the ex- 265

clusive privilege of men. There is quite a large number of women who 33h

lead the parade, so to speak, of those who achieve the unusual and worth h06

while in business. There is just as much chance for success now as M7}

there has ever been, but the world of business requires more of its 5h0

workers now than it did before.
Ä

571

As I talk with business men and women, I often ask them to tell me 637

just what I shall say to young men and women who are now enrolled in the
—

709

business education curriculum. For the most part, I get the same 77h

suggestion——in different words, of course, but the same in thought. 8hl

They say business requires workers who can work without constant super- 912

vision, who can prove their own work and know that it is right or 977

wrong. They say, too, that emplqyers expect students, while yet in 10bh

school, to learn to work up to capacity, to form the habit of holding 1113

themselves to their best work at all times. There is no place in business 1187

for the lazy man or woman. 1213

Reproducod from.TTENTIETH CENTURY TYPETRITING, by special arrangement with-
and permission cf—•the publishers, Couth•Westczn Publishing Company,-Cincinnati
New Kork, Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco. ,

(.11.1..11.11.11.„..„..„.....„._„__.____„__._________________________________________o
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Carry into business the ideals of high thinking and noble achiev— 65
”

ing that have been held before you in the classroom. Do not lose your 135
{

sporting sense of fair play. You have work to do, a place of respon-

20hsibilitywaiting for you. This work requires the very best you have to 275

give. Work in harmony with others. Learn to respect the opinions of Bbb

your fellowwworkers, but think your own problems through judiciously L12

for yourself. All this pays extra large dividends. Learning never U79

stops, whether you are in school or not. School is the place where you 550

can have organized direction for your study. If you discover that you 620

have made small use of your time in school, reinvest in yourself by in- 691

creasing the time you will give to your preparation. Fit yourself to 760

take your place in the work of the world, and the scope of your usefulness 83h
‘

will not be measured in dollars and cents but in more complete living. 90h

It is an investment that will pay satisfactory dividends. 961

Reproduced from TWENTIETH CENTURY TYPEWRITING, by special arrangement with-—
and permission of-—the publishers, Southéwestern Publishing Company, Cincinnati,
New York, Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco.
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There is another point which cannot be put in the form of a rule, 65

but which it is very necessary for you to understand if you wish to 132

learn effectively. Briefly it is this: Improvement is not regular, 200

but goes in waves. If you observe yourself while learning to type— 267

write, or indeed in doing anything else, you will notice thiS• There 336

will be periods, perhaps lasting considerable time, during which you will MO9

not progress, Then all of a sudden, you will make a big advance. In h78

the language of technical psychology these periods of no progress are 5h?

called “plateaus" and the moments of swift advance are called "spurts." 618

Plateaus and spurts are found in every kind of learning, so you need not 690

be surprised or disturbed about them. You should know what t• do t• 758

make the plateaus as brief as possible, and to encourage the arrival 826

of spurts. 836

Reproduoed from RHYTHHIC TYPEWRITING, by special arrangement with——and
permission of——the publishers, The Ronald Press Company, New York.
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From time to time you set yourself to the task of forming new habits 68

or of breaking yourself of bad habits into which you may have fallen. 137

To save time and to aid you to reach your goal, you ought to know the 206

best way to go about the job. 235

First of all, you must have clearly in your mind all the details of 302

the new habit you wish to form. If, for instance, you wish to form 369

habits that will make you a good pole vaulter, you need to study correct hhl

form in all the aspects of that sport. M79

Next, you will want to make sure that you have clearly in your mind 5b6

the goal at which you are aiming. If you wish to learn to write a better 619

hand, you need to learn correct posture at the desk; but you also need 689

to have in your mind a picture of how well-written letters look. 753

Of course, you always want your typewritten notes and letters to look 822

neat and attractive. For that reason you will need to study the well- 892

written and properly arranged typewritten notes and letters which appear 96b

in this book. 977

Heproduced from HOWE TYPING, Second Edition, by special arrangement with-—and
permission of-—the publishers, The H. M, Howe Company, Baltimore, Chicago,
San.Francisco.
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When the secretary writes a letter, she has a plan by·which S9

she works, She may carry that plan in her mind, or she may make 123

notes or an outline of the letter she is to write; then she sits 187

down at her typewriter and writes the letter, 232

A business letter is a good letter when it achieves the 287

result at which it is aimed, Unless it actually gets that result- 35M

unless it collects the bill, answers the question, makes the adjust- M22

ment, sells the goods or produces a mental attitude which leads to h88

a sale-—it is not a good letter, no matter how attractive its arrange· 558

ment or how perfect its English may be, If you aspire to be a secre— 627

tary, rest assured that one of the qualifications you will need to 693

possess is the ability to write business letters—¤write them in a 758

human, interesting, and forceful way, Letters are the shuttles 821

which fly back and forth to weave the big web of commerce, The 88M

secretary is a secretary largely because she has the ability to 9M7

sit down at her typewriter ana compose letters which will favorably 101M

represent her employer to the outside werld, 1058

Reproduced from ROTE TYPING, Second Edition, by special arrangement with-
and permission of-the publishers, The H, H, Howe Company, Baltimore, Chicago,
San Francisco,
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How many residents of your town are not now buying power from 61

you but would gladly come on your line if they were sure that their 128

hills each month would not exceed a certain nominal figure, such as, 196

for instance, $1 a month? 221
How many additional users of your power do you think you could get 287

if you could guarantee that the bills would never exceed $1 a month? 355
In every town there are always a number of people who would like hl9

to have electricity, but who feel that they cannot afford it, Yet, if M89

these same people were sure that their bills would never be more than a 560

certain amount, they would buy their power from you and would constitute 632

a very satisfactory increase in your load, 67h

You can obtain this additional load by offering power to this class 7hl

of customers at a "flat rate" and limiting the maximum demand by the use 813

of an Excess Indicator, which, as you undoubtedly know, is a device that 885

causes all the lampe in the house to flicker if more lights than the 953

customer agrees to pay for in his f1at·rate agreement with you are 1019

turned on at any one time, lOb5

Reproduced from TYPING FOR BUSINESS, by Bp@¤i8l ärrangemßnt With-·@¤d
permission of--the publishers, The Gregg Publishing Company, New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Dallas,
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A week went by, as I have said, and the season of the line storm was 68

near at hand. On the morning in question there were flags at the top of lh0

the pole by the south light telling of a gale that was slowly creeping 210

up the coast. It was Monday, and during the night the barometer had 278

gone down very rapidly and the sky showed such signs of coming bad Bhh

weather that not one of the fishermen cared to venture out of the harbor; bl? ,

but all busied themselves with going aboard their beats and tying up h85

the sails and rigging and making everything secure against what all knew 557

was surely to come.
576

At the regular time, however, MT. Nemo and the young woman came 639

down from the cottage with the usual basket of luncheon and went aboard 710

the "Maud." As the man was untying the sails a gray-haired old 773

veteran of the sea walked to the edge of the wharf and said: "I say, 8h2

Cap, there is bound to be a regular clewed topsail gale before night, 91l

and there is going to be a mighty nasty sea; I would stay on shore 978

if I were you." 993

RGPPOÖHCGÖ fF¤¤ TYPING FOR BUSINESS, by special arrangement with•—and
permission of-—the publishers, The Gregg Publishing Company, New York,
Chicago San Francisco, Dallas.
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Most pupils think they know how to read, but very few of them really 55

do. There are two methods of reading in the preparation of lessons. 135

The first of these is the general reading which you give your subject 205

matter to see what it is all about. In this preliminary reading, go as 276

fast as you can while still getting the main points and ideas. Read all 3M8

the words of a line at once, if you can. Practice making as few stops M18

with your eyes as possible, and you will save time, just as the limited M89

train saves time over the local. In all reading, read ideas, not words. 561

For your second reading, concentrate upon the difficult portions of 628

your work. You do not need to spend time upon easy things. Have a 695

dictionary close at your elbow, and look up the words which you do not 765

know and.which are necessary for the understanding of the lesson. When 836

you have finished a paragraph or·a section, stop and think about it, Sum 909

up the facts in your mind. Make good notes in outline form. 969

Eeproduced from COMPLETE TYPEWRITING, by special arrangement with-and
permission 0f--the publishers, Allyn and Bacon Company, Boston.
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What are these "other factors“ that all beginning workers must 62

have to make their skill worth while? It was*the lack of these quali- 132

ties that had caused Ray to fail• Businessmen seemed to feel that 198

Ray was not alone in his failure because of the lack of these traits• In 271

finding for Ray the key to his own puzzling failures, I may give helP ßno

to some.other beginner who needs to unlock the door to new oppor- MOS

tunities. The starting point must be what the businessan wants-- g M70

and he says that he wants workers who are accurate and careful„ Tact 539

and courtesy, too, must be ingrained traits• These four traits help 607

one to get along with others. They are just a few of the "other 671

factors" that make for success, but they offer an excellent beginning 7M0

for the student who would train for success in business„ 796

Reproduced from TWENTIETH CENTURY TYPEWRITING, by special arrangement with--
and permission of-»the publishers, South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati,
New York, Chicago, Dallas, San Franciscoa
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There is hardly an hour in the day when the secretary does not 62

exercise initiative in small things as well as in great things. She 130

makes sure that a sufficient supply of working materials is always 196

at hand. She thinks ahead and senses that her employer will need 261

certain papers in arriving at a conclusion on a business problem; 326

she uses her initiative and gets those papers together so that they 393

will be ready·when they are needed. From time to time she brings to the M65

attention of her superior news items or other material which she knows 535

will be of interest to him. For that reason she scans trade papers 602

that come to her employer*s desk. Often she is able to “boil down" 669

an article and then pesent it, in abstract form, to her employer. 735

In all these ways she makes herself usefu1——and indeed indispensab1e—- 805

in activities which lie entirely beyond the plane of the mechanical 872

and the routine. 888

· Reproduced from ROWE TYPING, Second Edition, by special arrangement with-and
permission of•—the publishers, The H, M. Rowe Compan, Baltimore, Chicago,
San,Francisco.
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That is just what happened to the system by which correspondence had 68
been conducted when the typewriter made its appearance. From that day 138
a new meaning was given to the word “amanuensis"; it had always been 206
translated as "one who writes for another,“ but it has meant ever 271
since “one who takes dictation in shorthand and transcribes that dictation 3bS

' on a typewriter." It is not necessary to follow the history of the bl2
machine for it is known to everybody: first the upper case only; then h82
the machine using capitals and small letters, now known as the invisible; 555
then the visible writing machine, and we have it in that form alone today. 629

Now then, having the machine in its most up—to—date form, let us 693
look at it a little and see what it is good·for——wherein it is really of 765
‘wcrth and what service it renders to the world. There is one peculiar 835
thing about this combination of keys and levers; it has such a hold in 905
business life that, were it possible to wipe it out entirely in a single 977
day, on that day the wheels of commerce would be stopped as effectually 10bB
as if they were overthrown by some convulsion of nature. l10b

ÄEQÄÄÄQEEÄ from TYPING FOR BUSINESS, by special arrangement with——andpermission of——the publishers, The Gregg Publishing Company, New York, Chicago,San Francisco, Dallas.
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A good stenographer is also distinguished by the fact that she 62

always uses apostrophes correctly, The confusion of words similarly 130

pronounced and the inoorrect use or omission of the apostrophe are 196

two of the most glaring faults found in transcripts produced by 259

poor stenographers, Remember that secretaries come from the ranks 325

of good stenographers, not from the ranks of poor stenographers, The 39h

rules for the use of the apostrophe are easily mastereds Keep in MS9

mind, first of all, that the possessive forms of pronouns are written 528

without any apostrophes, Some people confuse contractions with the 595

possessive forms of pronouns, Keep your eyes open. for a neun with .661

an.s·ending followed immediately by another noun• In all probability 730

the first of the two nouns is in the possessive case and requires an 798

apostrophe, 809

The chief reason for the oission of apostrophes where they e 868

are required does not at all lie in failure to understand how to 932

form the possessive case, but failure to understand that a particular 1001

noun is in the possessive case, 1032

Heproduced from REWE TYPINO, Second Edition, by special arrangement with--
and permission of-the publishers, The H, I, Howe Company, Baltimore,
Chicago, San Francisco•
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Table
13Sumaryof Total Strokes, Total Syllables- and Syllabic

[
Stroke Intensity for the 121 Samples of Test Material

Test StrokesSyllablesA-1

837 214 3.9112
8-2 947 243 }•897l

[ A-} 957 247 }•8744
A·4 1055 292 3.6130
4-5 1041 265 3.9283
B-6 1068 269 3.9702
B-7 1041 265 3.9283
8-8 1014 250 4.0560
B-9 871 221 3.9411
8-10 1213 301 4.0299
8-11 1012 262 3.8625
8-12 1065 279 3.8172
8-13 950 258 3.6821
8-14 1061 273 3.8864
B-15 1225 4 3044.02968-16

1095 270 4.0555B-17 720 187 3.8502 VB-18 1185 304 3.8980 [8-19 1061 275 3.8581 [
8-20 930 249 3-7349 [
B•2l 767 211 3.6350 [

[
[
[
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raum. 13

(continued)

Test Strokes Syllables Str0&gl§g€ägsity
B·22 859 219 3.9223

I
B~23 823 221 3.7239

I B·2& 11696 313 3.7348
I B—25 1192 296 &.0270

‘

B~26 1105 292 3.7842
B~27 1019 252 4.0436
B—28 819 211 3.8815
B—29 940 237 3.9662
B—30 961 238 4.0378
€·3l 957 257 3.7237
0~32 880 229 3.8427
0633 1082 271 3.9926

_ 0634 765 218 e 3.5091
0635 1026 263 3.9011
¤—36 963 251 3.8366
0637 836 213 3.9248
0638 1029 284 3.6232
C*39 1154 295 3.9118
D·a0 977 238 4.1050
D·41 1106 286 A 3.8671

I D·42 1145 284 4.0352
rI

I -
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Table 13
1 (continued)

Test Strokes Syllables Strgägläägääsity
D-43 1099 288 3.8159
0•44 1011 285 3.5473
D-45 1133 274 4.1350

' 0·46 1039 271 3•8339
D·k7 1118 306 3.6535
D·48 1014 270 3.7555
D-A9 1132 300 7 3.7733
D-50 1058 280 3.7785
D-51 1073 299 3.5886
D•52 948 263 3.6045
D-53 817 229 3.5676
E-54 889 242 3.6735
8-55 1027 283 3.6289

I E-56 913 251 3.637k
8-57 1133 318 3.5628
8-58 981 262 3.7u42
E•59 889 243 3.6584
8-60 1015 278 3.7589 ’»L

8-61 7 902 230 3.9217
8-62 1017 271 3.7527
E·63 1089 287 3.794h
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Table 13

(continued}

Test StrokesSyllablee2-6h

1017 261 3.7259
2-65 llhg 321 3.5799
E-66 1060 30h 3.h868
E•67 823 218 3•8h57
2-66 697 171 h.0760
E·69 955 235 M.0638
E-70 993 25h 3.909h F~*«
E··71 888 218 h.0722
E—72 1121 292 3.8390
2-73 1100 315 3gÄ92O
2-7h 1171 317 3.691+0
E—75 1206 316 3.816h
E-76 968 252 3.8h12
E·77 976 250 3.9090
E•78 1195 v 307 3.8925
2-79 861. 229 3.7729
A-80 969zh?1-61

1036 269 3.8513 ‘
B·82 1103 270 h.0851
B·83 769 19h 3.9639
B~8h 928 266 3•h887
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Table 13

IU
(continued)

Test StrokesSyllablesB~85

850 21h 3.9719

I 2-66 1060 271+ 3 . 6666
I B·87 1139 290 3.9275

B~88 1076 275 3.9127
B~89 736 193 3.813h
13-90 796 191
1+.1675B··91961+ 260 3.781+6
0-92 1091 286 3.81h6
C-93 835 218 3.8302
C-9h 1022 271 3.7712
13-95 910 237 3 • 8396
D•96 1116 289 3.8615
D··9 7 951+ 257 3 .7120
D~98 1058 272 3.8750
¤·99 971+ 251+ 3 . 83176
0-100 666 21.12 3.6691,8E·101

972 251 3.8725
E~102 1070 287 3.7282
E·103 1065 282 3.7765
E•10h 1000 268 3.7313
E~105 952 272 3.5000

I
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Table 13(
(continued)

4 Test StrokesSyllables2-106

8118 207 11.0966

I
4 2-107 9112 230 11.0956

I E-108 959 230 M•0982
2-109 9hZ 25h 3.7086
2-110 11OL 295 3•7k23 52ßa.
E·111 1150 301 3.8205
0-112 797 186 1..281.9
0-113 9hk 259 3.6hh7
E-111+ 970 253 3 . 8339
D~11S 1119 301 3.7176
E·116 11ÄS 319 3.5893
0-117 1022 276 3.7028
B—1l8 1001 277 3.6137
1-119 101.6 262 3.9923
D~120 1032 277 3.7256
0-121 998 27h 3.6h23

4·*—**7—·***7·—··—————————————·——————~—————-———————-———————-—-

4 4
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CALCULATION SHEET FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF ERRORS MADE

I, Sum ef Squares, Total:
Raw Sum of Square: 1,986,373,00‘ W Correction Term -1,78Z,g90,9§
Correoted Sum cf Square: 1 , ,0

II, -Sum of Squaree, Treatmente:
Raw Sum ef Squaree 1,818,161,83_ Correction Term -1,Z8§,;%0,äg

W Corrected Sum of Square: , ,
Divisor 120Mean Square 239,76

III, Sum of Squaree, Replieateez
Raw Sum of Square: 1,8hh,5hS,80Correction Term -1,]8;,;§0,ä;
Corrected Sum ef Squaree , ,Divieor 5Mean Square 11,030,97

IV, Sum of Squarea, Reue (Adj,):
Raw Sum of Squarea W 126,2äg,22Correction Term -66,1 ,ä0
Correeted Sum of Square: , ,
Diviaor 60
Mean Square 1,000,hS

V, Sum ef Squarea, Columns (Adj,):
Raw Sum ef Squaree Z9,9%ä,h3Correetion Term - 6 1 , 0
Correeted Sum of Squaree ‘, ,
Divisor 60Mean Square 229,27

VI, Correction to Rowa, AÖ
'

,01669
Cerrection to Column¤,r~ ,01169
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72CALCULATIONSHEET FOR ANALYSIS 0F VARIANCE
OF STROKES TYPED

I, Sum of Squaree, Total:
Raw Sum ef Square: 27,ä6,l30,26L
Correction Term ·2z, %,771,1¥;
Correeted Sum of Square: S , ,

II, Sum of Squarea, Treatmentaz
Raw Sum of Square; 163,939,682,988
Divieer 6
Raw Sum of Squares, Divided 27,32 ,280,h98

I Correction Term - 26 1 l
Correeted Sum of Squaree , ,
Divieor 120
Mean Square h87,S78

III, Sum of Squarea, Replicateaz6
Raw Sum of Square: 3,307,962,8h1,0L0
Divisor 121
Raw Sum ef Squarea, Divided 27,338,S35,876
Correction Term ~2 6 1 1
Corrected Sum of Square: 3, ,
Divisor 5Mean Square lh,752,9Ä$

IV, Sum of Squarea, Bew: (Adj.):

Raw Sum of Square; 197,Ä82,2l2
Correction Term -88* 1 6
Corrected Sum of Square: , ,
Diviaor 0
Mean Square 1,816,076

V, Sum ef Squares, Columms (Adj,):

Raw Sum ef Square: 97,398,ZOh
Correction Term -88 1
Corrected Sum of Square: , ,
Diviaor 0
Mean Square 1hB,O21

VI. Correction to Rowa,·Ä: 0,01753
Correetion to Co1umn:,;Ä 0,0101877
Adjusted Mean Square cf Treatmente 38,896,170
Effective Error Mean Square 2h3,826
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CALCULATIONS FOR CORRELATIONS

I. Raw Sum of Squares, Syllabic
Stroke Intensity 1773.9586*

Correction Term -1770.6ZE;
Corrected Sum of Squares ‘° .

II. Raw Sum of Squares, Test Score h.533.SS2.066
Correction Term ~ 2 oe . 20
Corrected Sum of Square: , .

III. Raw Sum of Cross Products 2.233,265
Correction Term •2,83l,601I Corrected Sum of Cross Products 1,

IV. (Correlation coeff1cient)2 : 2,;68,8g6 s 0.13118
9 I

V. Correlatiou Coefficient 0.362

I




